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Mission:
The mission of the WCSD Technology & Media Department is to provide the best Internet connectivity
possible, and to partner with teachers, administrators and support staff to use and integrate
technologies and media into the curriculum for the purpose of improving student achievement.

Introduction:
This document reflects the yearly update of Washington County School District Technology & Media
Department’s District Wide Technology Plan. This plan is updated every year to reflect the goals and
direction of the Technology Department and its support of the Washington County School District for the
coming year.
Again, the upcoming year promises many challenges due to our national, state, and county economic
conditions. All district budgets have been cut; however the Technology Department and Technology Funding
for the schools have been cut substantially. For the coming school year of 2011-2012 schools do not have
technology budgets. Schools have been asked to use their equipment budgets to help fund technology. This
lack of funding is the greatest limiting factor in developing new technology projects.
Action Plans form the core of the WCSD Technology Plan, and they are the Technology Department’s
major projects for the coming year. The action plans are prioritized according to need, but the more
expensive projects, even though they are high on the priority list, may not be funded.
A number of factors influence the content of this plan. For the most part these factors are researched
based. The District Mission Statement and District Goals along with the Technology Department’s Mission
Statement are always considered in the department’s decision making process. Discussions with the teacher
cohort, with principals, and district administration as well as teacher, administrator and student surveys
provide direction for support and the development of projects in the schools. The International Society for
Computing in Education (ISTE) provides a number of nationally and internationally developed guidelines for
managing technology in schools. The ISTE District Technology Assessment is a major tool in establishing
direction and priorities for this plan. A current ISTE District Technology Assessment can be found in the
appendixes of this document.
It should be noted that the Department of Technology and Media is also over libraries and media
centers across the district. However, unless issues from media directly affect technology they are not
included in this plan.
Demographics of the District
The Technology & Media Department was established in June of 2004, and was located in downtown St.
George in the Old Woodward Building until January of 2011. At that point in time the Technology & Media
Department moved to their new location at 934 S 100 E., St George, Utah.
The most recent census data states that Washington County School District currently serves a county
population of over 126,000 with over 26,290 students through forty-one schools and a number of other
resource sites. The sites are distributed throughout the county of 2,427 square miles. Washington County
School District Technology also supports such programs as Southwest High School, Purgatory Juvenile
Detention Center, and Washington Online School. The county’s population has increased over 22% in the
last five years. Statistics on Washington County School District can be found on the Washington County
School District Web Site; http://www.washk12.org. Additional statistics on the population and area served by
the school district can be found at http://www.fedstats.gov/qf/states/49/49053.html.

Vision and Goals:
The Washington County School District Technology Department strives to serve the schools and
school support personnel with the best possible and most affordable technology services and resources. The
mission of the District, to improve student achievement, is considered in all decisions made at the department
level.
Goals:

● To align technology resources with curriculum and student achievement.
● To align technology support with recognized national standards for educational technology support (see
the International Society for Technology in Education’s Technology Support Index Assessment Results for
Washington County School District, Appendix G, an attached document).
● Provide and support high speed, high quality connections between all district technology resources and all
resources made available to the district through its Internet Service Provider, Utah Educational Network.
● To provide and support the District’s student information system (SIS) and provide required reporting of SIS
information to the State.
● To provide secure and safe Internet, E-mail, and data services.
● To provide technical support for computing services, application access, and software resources with the
minimal amount of disruption.
● To provide data services, data storage, data warehousing, and front end data services that will allow users
the highest level of access to district and school generated data.
● Provide the schools and support offices with fast, high quality hardware service and repair.
● Install and support classroom technologies such as projectors, interactive white boards and audio systems.
● Follow a scheduled upgrade plan for re-wiring networks within our schools
● Provide district and school personnel with advice and information resources that affect technology decision
making.
● To plan for growth and the increased use of technology throughout the district.
● Use Internet resources to inform and communicate with community, parents and students.
● To provide a staff development program that will increase teacher effectiveness and improve student
achievement.

Staffing:
The District Technology Department is served by seventeen full time personnel; seven of which
provide full time field support. An additional five individuals serve as ½ time technology support personnel
and work throughout the district. Every secondary school that does not house the cone site technician has a
certified staff member who receives a small amount of funding for technology support.
Full Time
Technology & Media Director (Charlie Roberts) – Manages the Technology & Media Department, manages
funding, creates and monitors budgets, sets policy and plans for district level technology. The Technology
Director is also the leader of the Professional Development and Technology Endorsement Division of the
Department. As the lead staff developer, the director develops and teaches most courses leading to the
endorsement. The Technology & Media Director acts as the lead Media Coordinator for the district. As
lead media coordinator the director directly supervises the District Media Center personnel and indirectly
supervises media coordinators in all secondary schools and media assistants in all elementary schools.
Technology Coordinator, SIS Team Leader (Lawrence Esplin) – Supports the Technology Director in staff
management and decision making. The Coordinator is responsible for the student information system (SIS),
the SIS servers, and data management for all SIS data included state and local reports. Works with Data
Systems Specialist and Trainer/Programmer Specialist to integrate school, district and state assessment data
into the district’s student information system providing usable information to teachers, administrators, staff
and parents for making data driven decisions to help district students achieve. Facilitates increased data use
in the district by collaborating with counterparts in other districts in the region and the state concerning best
practices and tools.
Data Systems Specialist (Kenneth Kirkeby) – As the Data Systems Specialist (DSS) Ken manages the
various data systems; both hardware and software. The DSS is responsible for developing and maintaining

software that allows the exchange of data for the different district level software applications. He is
responsible for procuring and maintaining data systems servers and SANs (storage area networks). Ken is
responsible for the Oracle database and application servers associated with the district student information
system (SIS). The DSS is responsible for Microsoft Reporting Services to generate reports from various
data sources. He is responsible for the assessment data and the Cognos reporting servers for district wide
reporting. He is also responsible for the development of a Data Warehouse to store both student and various
types of assessment data. Ken manages data center virtualization using Microsoft's Hyper-V technologies,
and is responsible for providing high availability cluster environments for testing and production systems. He
is responsible for providing Linux and Microsoft virtual machines as necessary.
Ken provides second tier support for CommVault Backup system, and backup support to ensure file services,
databases and virtual machines are archived properly. Finally, he is assisting in the development of an offsite district-wide backup solution.

Trainer/Programmer/Data Integration (Jim Black) –.
Train teachers, secretaries, and administrators in the use of the student information system (PowerSchool)
as well as Google Apps and data management tools. Create program links, using HTML, JavaScript, PHP,
between the various data systems such ass Cognos, MySQL, MSSQL, Active Directory, that the district uses
to create reports combining the data sources into one information system. Assist in various programming
projects as needed.
Application Support & Integration Specialist (Lee Mowrey) – Lee provides software and hardware support
for district programs to run with minimal disruption. The Application Support Specialist provides this service
to Food Services by maintaining the the PCS server and the client machines at school level. He plans for
outages by having back up of Alanas, Scanners, and networking supplies (switches and cords) ready to
replace bad hardware within a timely response. Lee has back up computers and a system for backing up
and restoring school level databases to immediately swap towers as needed. He provides hardware and
remote desktop help and training for the lunch crew, and district food service staff for PCS. Lee provides the
same type of help, in addition to managing the servers, for other District programs such as Scholastic (Read
180, Reading Counts, Scholatic Reading Inventory, rSkills, ReadAbout and System 44) Renaissance (Star
Reading, Star Math, Accelerate Math, and Accerated Reader), VersaTrans, PDExpress, and OnTrack. He
sets up and maintains mini labs for Read180. Lee tests potential cost saving programs for the district and
helps teachers pilot potential programs under the direction of their principals.
Network Administrator (Gavin Baker) – Has the primary responsibility of ensuring that the computer
network is operational. Chief responsibilities include maintaining a district wide active directory, establishing
and insuring compliance with district network policy, security and connectivity. The network specialist
maintains all data communication services, including IP services and e-mail. All wiring, routers, switches,
firewalls and other devices necessary to support connectivity are the responsibility of network specialist.
Wireless Specialist/Field Network Specialist / Cable Installation Specialist (Kerry White) −
As the wireless specialist for Washington County School District Kerry is responsible for designing, installing,
configuring, and maintaining all wireless hardware in the district, which does not include computers. He
coordinates all wireless installs with the district Network Administrator to ensure all IP addressing issues,
routing issues, networking and wireless protocols, and wireless policy are established and adhered to
throughout the district. As part of the installation of the wireless devices he also coordinates all wire pulls
from each device back to the designated data closet. As a Field Network Specialist Kerry works closely
with the Network Administrator in designing new networks and/or updating old or outdated networks. Kerry
is responsible for obtaining quotes for the necessary equipment and making sure it is ordered and received

in a timely manner. He is responsible for and coordinates the installation of the network equipment; routers,
switches, wireless devices and reports back to the Network Administrator upon completion of the install so he
can finish up the install with the proper internal setup. As a Field Network Specialist Kerry is also responsible
for designing, ordering, pulling and coordinating most cable pulls; CAT5e, CAT6 and fiber. He is able to
terminate each of these cables types and when the equipment is available, and he is able to terminate the
fiber and ensure that each pull and termination is working. Kerry has also been assigned to manage our VoIP
hardware and software. The installation of district wide wireless is nearly complete which means Kerry will
move to an update/upgrade phase for wireless. The VoIP project will become a primary obligation on Kerry’s
part.
Technology Support Specialist (Scott Nowling) The Technology Support Specialist (TSS) maintains
all records for all projects for the department. This individual keeps details on all budget items, monitors all
grants and other funding. He also reviews and orders equipment and software purchased for the Technology
Department and the District Media Center. The TSS provides quotes and purchasing recommendations to
all schools and departments regarding technology. The TSS manages the Federal E-Rate program and
files all reports and paperwork for E-Rate. The TSS attends training and keeps information updates on all
E-Rate issues. The TSS is responsible for maintaining the fixed asset information for the IT Department.
The TSS is also responsible for managing all software licensing for the district. The TSS also provides the
first tier of technical support for the district as the Help Desk. The TSS answers phone calls and emails on
technical issues. If the TSS cannot provide a solution, the help request is escalated to the appropriate support
specialist.
System Analyst (Mike Hafen) – Maintains and administers VMWare 3.5 hosts. Deploys virtual machines.
Installs, maintains, and administers Ubuntu Linux, Debian Linux, and Red Hat Enterprise Linux systems.
Maintain and administer Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, and Windows server 2008 systems. Mike
maintains and administers Microsoft Active Directory system. He helps to maintain and administer Bind
D.N.S. services. He maintains and administers Linux-H.A. fail-over clusters. He maintains and administers
PostgreSQL and MySQL database systems. Mike helps install and support new Windows and Linux systems
and services. Mike is also responsible to maintain and modify the Koha open source library software. He
leads regular meetings for Koha users. Mike utilizes and maintains software version control services. He
maintains and modifies various in-house software packages including but not limited to T.M.S. and C.S.I.P.
Mike also deploys and manages two major district wide user application; Koha and BitDefender. Koha is
our district wide library management system which incorporates a union catalog. Mike leads monthly Koha
user group meetings. bitDefender is our new anti-virus software. Mike will be responsible for deploying and
supporting that application. He helps maintain and administer software packages such as Utips and Moodle,
and creates and maintains new software packages as necessary.
Webmaster / Web Administrator (Cody Plumhof) — Develop and design the Washington County School
District website and 72+ other sites throughout the District. This involves developing and coding the CMS
and training all other "web administrators" throughout the District. He is responsible for content development
and placement throughout sites and developing new tools for use on these sites. Cody interacts with the
Administrators and teachers in developing the public relations aspect of each site as well, including print
design and video production. He assists in training teachers and users on the Google Sites roll-out and
usage. As the Altiris (Computer Imaging) Specialist Cody installs and trains tech users to use Altiris Imaging
software. He develops desktop environments using latest software and control imaging updates and patch
management (working on asset management development). As a server support specialist he administrates
and builds "Elementary School" servers and oversees their maintenance. Cody maintains correct IP
Addressing structure and development, DHCP services, and server side application delivery. Finally, for
network support Cody performs general network troubleshooting, switches, wiring, computer application and

OS repair, and he assists in providing and training interns with day to day work. In addition, Cody is taking on
the task of managing our new Kase application. Kase supports hardware and software inventory, software
patch deployment, and work station re-imaging.
Data Storage, Backup and Recovery, and Repair Specialist (Alex Hoyt) – Alex manages the storage
environment, resolves any storage outages or performance issues to end users, and ensures data is
available to all users. He monitors the storage environment, its usage, performance, availability, and storage
reporting. Alex performs capacity planning by forecasting storage growth, and determining allocation of
different storage types. He is responsible for planning and execution of storage installations, and performs
any host-level tasks needed to access new storage. He supports the virtual environment by providing high
availability cluster environments for testing and production purposes. He also provides Linux and Microsoft
virtual machines as necessary. Alex also is responsible for data backup and recovery by maintaining a proper
backup schedule, and restoring and recovering data as requested. Alex will play a key role in designing and
facilitating off-site storage. He also manages and maintains the datacenter by keeping a clean environment
and coordinating all equipment installs and removals. Alex ensures backup power is available by keeping a
log of generator tests and ensuring adequate fuel after testing in case of power failure. Alex must respond on
site and confirm all equipment is functional in case of a power failure event, and if power is out for extended
amount of time he has the tank filled to ensure continual operation. Finally, Alex performs computer repair
services for computers that cannot be serviced at the school level. Alex is certified to perform on-site
warranty work for almost all equipment.
Installation and Wiring Specialist (Tony Rotert) — Tony is the person who is responsible for installing
technology hardware in the classrooms/school buildings which include but are not limited to; projection
systems, audio systems, interactive whiteboards , and other audio / video systems. The hardware installer
is responsible for wiring interconnectivity of all installed systems. He insures that all equipment is functioning
after each install. He is also responsible for initial training on installed equipment. The installer is responsible
for installing all hardware in new schools. Tony is also responsible for determining which schools are in need
of rewiring each year. He works with teachers and administrators to recommend best fit equipment for their
needs considering both budget and space. Tony troubleshoots and facilitates the repairs of all audio / video
equipment in the schools. He also lends assistance to school personnel with technology issues while on site.
Cone Site Technology Specialists (Mike Wynn, Nathan Knowles, Tyler Lewis, Richard McArthur,
and Jason Wilson – The Cone Site Technology Specialist for secondary schools has two primary
responsibilities: 1) to create, develop, and administer training for computer based technologies being used
by school staff including teachers, administrators, counseling staff and office staff, and 2) to be responsible
for the maintenance and support of all technology within a cone site at the secondary level. This includes
networking, hardware, and software. The specialist is responsible for the installation of networks, network
servers, computers and software. The specialist advises school administration and school technology
representatives on best solutions. The specialist also troubleshoots and solves technology problems within
each of the schools and drops off and pick ups equipment to the district technology repair shop.
District Media Specialist (Dale Stapley) – Dale provides and maintains a facility with varied equipment and
supplies for educators to complete production work, and he instructs teachers in the use of equipment
including; binding, cutting, printing, laminating, duplicating, matting, shrink wrapping, die cutting and circuit
cutting. He catalogs and maintains a Professional Development Library of resources for individual
improvement and classes. Dale provides and maintains specific equipment for checkout including; digital still,
digital video cameras, tripods, GPS units, sound system, document camera and LCD projectors. The media
specialist carries and sells software programs for which the district has a resale license, and part of that
process is to maintain and archive individual license information. Dale acts as an agent for the district

representing the UIMC and serves in officer positions as elected. He assists in facilitating monthly Secondary
Media Meetings. Dale also provides specific services including large format poster printing and laminating,
duplicating individual teacher and school projects on formats of CD's and DVDs, printing color graduation
programs and other specialized documents, converting audio and video files in various formats, providing
duplication services of CD and DVD for archival purposes, duplicates DVDs as per school requests for
consortium educational DVDs, and he designs and prints custom CD/DVD labels.
Part Time
Cone Site Interns (5 – ½ Positions) – Cone site interns are part-time technology specialists. We
currently have an intern for each of the cone sites within the St. George area. Interns provide both hardware
and software support for all elementary schools in the cone site.
Technology Support Personal Not Under Direct Supervision — Part of the Technology
Department’s funding goes towards stipends for technology support in the schools. The individuals that
receive this stipends are not under the supervision of the technology department, but they do provide
technology support within the schools. Stipends are in the amount of $3000 per year. These stipends go to
secondary schools that do not house the cone site technicians.
Media Center Aide — The District Media center supports a half-time person to watch over the media
center so that the media center specialist can visit schools and leave the center open. The media aide
supports the media specialist by performing media center duties such as cataloging, checking in and out
books, and preparing items for distribution.

Technology Budget :
Introduction:
The WCSD technology budget provided by the district serves to provide for the technology
infrastructure and support necessary to maintain and develop the network and district based applications.
Demands for more and improved technology have increased dramatically, and will continue to do so.
The District Technology budget is split into two main categories; M&O and Capital. M&O funding
covers personnel costs, travel and training, office supplies, intern travel, cell phone costs, and connectivity
costs. Connectivity costs include our T-1, DS3, and licensed wireless. Capital covers all other expenses
such as equipment, networking, repair, wiring and installation, licensing and software support, professional
development, data support and library media.
In an effort to increase efficiency and reduce costs District Technology compares centralizing
resources and services to providing on-site resources. In the past much of the technology funding available
was turned directly over to the schools for site-based decision making with regards to technology purchased.
On the other hand some funding remained at the district level to support the network infrastructure and to
provide centralized services. Last year the district decided to combine schools equipment budgets with their
technology budgets. Both equipment and technology must be purchased from the same budget. This means
the technology office is not redistributing funds to schools for technology needs.
Some services must be centralized such as the student information system, data services, back-up
and recovery, web content filtering, and network management. Other services can be provided more
efficiently and/or at better costs if provided at the district level; library management software, anti-virus
protection, lab management software, equipment repair and web based applications are some examples.
Some technology funding in the district does not come through the District Technology Office. The
District Office (with the exception of the Technology Department), transportation, food services, and
maintenance receive no allocation of funds from the technology budget. A number of other programs,
especially federally funded programs, have their own technology budgets which are not managed by the
Technology Department. In these cases District Technology provides network infrastructure, equipment
repair support, and consultation but does not fund new purchases of equipment.
Most organizations within the district face two funding issues. The first is the refresh and upgrading of

current equipment and software, and the second is funding new technologies. Current technology funding
provided by the District does not cover the costs of the refresh let alone allow for purchasing new technology.
Schools and other district organizations rely on other funding sources to subsidize their technology costs.
Schools often use School Lands Trust Fund money and their equipment budgets to help fund technology.
The library book fund and text book fund allow for the purchasing of software. Schools and departments also
rely on grants for onetime funding of many projects. However, we must continually remind departments that
one time funding does not cover ongoing costs.

Staffing Budget
The technology staff had grown tremendously from 2004 through 2008, but has become fairly static
since 2008. As the amount of technology the district used grew, we went from a fulltime staff of five to a staff
of seventeen during that time period. Every application supported at the district level requires staffing
support. Equipment must be repaired and replaced. Network connectivity must be developed and
maintained. Training and instructional support are necessary to make the most effective use of technology.
Schools and school support services are continually increasing their dependence on technology. These
demands call for increased staffing every year. Unfortunately, the financial crisis the district is facing has
forced us into staff reduction, even though the dependence on technology continues to increase. It is
important to recognize that the increasing use of technology is far outpacing basic growth of the district.

Hardware and Software Budget
Hardware and software costs can be broken down a number of ways, but for the purpose of this plan
they will be covered from two perspectives; the first is examining ongoing or refresh costs compared to new
project costs and the second is school costs compared to district level costs. Costs in this section of the
budget only include hard costs; the cost of the actual equipment and software and not personnel costs
associated with installing and maintaining the equipment.
Budget Line Items
There are certain budget items that must be funded every year. Licensing and support contracts make
up the major portion of the line items budget. District wide access to servers, routers, switches and other
critical networking appliances require that we maintain high level support contracts. This contracts usually
include four and eight hour support and replacement contracts. This means that if a critical piece of hardware
fails then the manufacturer/vendor guarantee the the problem will be completely resolved withing 24 hours,
and that specialized technicians will be on-sight within four or eight hours. Under these types of contracts
failed equipment is shipped and replaced within twenty-four hours. Other line items include licensing on
server OSs, lab management software, anti-virus software, web content filtering software and other similar
items.
School Budgets
Each school must use their technology funding to purchase needed hardware and software. Like
the District, schools are asked to submit technology plans that address their budgets based on a three year
plan. They must plan on replacing equipment that has become too old to be effective in their environments.
Schools should plan on a refresh cycle. Typically, schools should plan on replacing teacher and lab
workstations every five years. Other items such as the file server, UPS devices and switches should also be
scheduled for replacement every five years. Printers, projectors, sound systems digital scanners, document
cameras and other devices have longer refresh rates, but those refresh rates must be accounted for within
their technology plans. Appendix B lays out an ideal refresh cycle for an elementary school. Equipment types
should be prioritized on a refresh cycle.
When examining Appendix B note that Priority One funding is essential to maintain current equipment,
and that it does not include equipment such as interactive white boards, digital document cameras and a
wireless network. For the two previous years technology funding has been nonexistent in the schools due to
budget cuts. Nearly all the funds allocated by the district for technology for the 2011-2012 school year have
been distributed to the schools. (Schools have been allocated $443K out of the total $500K allocated for

technology). This averages out to around $11K per school. This amount is still too small to meet priority one
funding. Schools are going to have to make up the difference using other budgets as mentioned above. All
Priority Two funding must come from other budgets. The same kind of scenario can be developed for
secondary schools, and the same kind of funding holds true, that is, secondary schools also receive less than
50% of the technology funding required to maintain the status quo with regard to Priority 1 equipment. To
adequately cover school technology refresh costs for Priority One equipment there should be a district wide
school technology budget of approximately two million dollars. Last year schools were budgeted a total of
$425,000. That funding was both for equipment and technology
District Level Technology Budget
There is a significant amount of costs associated with hardware and software that support all of the
schools from a centralized location. For the last four years the district covered the cost of connectivity up
to the main router in each school. Equipment on the school side of the main router was usually covered
by the technology budgets provided to the school. District Technology has decided to increase its level of
technology costs at the schools to include the main router, all switches at each school, wireless connectivity,
licensed radio costs, T-1 connectivity costs, building wiring, and hardware and software costs for centralized
services. Virus protection, web filtering, lab management software, assessment software, library support
services, technology inventory management, and data base services are among software costs absorbed at
the district level.
Hardware must be purchased and maintained to support all of the centralized software. This includes
routers, switches, servers, computers, server enclosures, racks, UPS systems, cooling systems,
troubleshooting equipment, tools, and back-up systems such as SANS and RAID arrays. The refresh rate for
district equipment is more frequent because the equipment is typically much more sophisticated than is found
in schools. The typical refresh rate for most of the district equipment should be between three and five years.
Consequently, in the past, district level budget made up about 40% of the overall technology budget for
equipment and software. This year all funding the technology depart receives will go to district level
technology costs. The budget for the Technology department is attached to this document as an appendix.
Additional school support from District Technology will be covered in the Action Plans.
Funding Allocations
Funding Source

Amount

Purpose

M&O

$1,451,445

Salaries, Connectivity, Phones

Capital

$580,000

Equipment for schools and technology support, wireless project

E-Rate

$90,000

Hardware & Software maintenance and support

Total

$2,121,445

Note: $80,000 of the Capital Allocation is priorities funding to complete wireless networking within the
secondary schools.

Action Plans:
Action Plans are the result of district and department goals. They outline the main projects planned for
the upcoming year. All action plans can be tied to department and district goals. On-going action plans are
more than routine technology support, they represent ongoing programs with planned improvement.
Project #1: Improving Network and Internet Quality: Bandwidth and Connectivity (Ongoing)
Improving the quality of connectivity is an ongoing action plan. The District Technology Department
would like to ensure high speed, high quality connections between all district technology resources and to all
resources made available to the district through its Internet Service Providers; Utah Educational Network and
SkyView Technologies..

Secondary Schools – All secondary school connections are funded by UEN. UEN is currently providing/
funding Gigabit connections to all of our secondary schools.
Elementary Schools – In the past the District has been responsible for funding connectivity to all elementary
schools. The District has made an agreement with UEN to provide our elementary schools with Giga-bit
connectivity using QWest’s Currently nearly all elementary schools are connected through T-1 and licensed
and unlicensed wireless connections. Action plans over the previous three years regarding connectivity have
resulted in adding additional connectivity to most of the elementary schools through the addition of a licensed
wireless connection from SkyView. With the exception of Springdale Elementary all elementary schools
have at least a 7MB download and 1.5MB upload connection. These connections are in addition to the T-1
connections.
Action Plan Description: Connect all elementary schools with the exception of Springdale Elementary to
gigabit (Qwest GeoMax) data lines.
Purpose / Rationale: Schools not currently connected to the high speed data lines are currently experiencing
slow-downs and connection problems as a result of increased use of the internet and relatively slow connections.
Schools are also accessing many more on-line resources for curriculum, instruction and assessment
necessitating improved bandwith.
Responsible Support Personnel: Charlie Roberts, Gavin Baker, UEN
Timeline: First connections should be made by June 1, 2011 and all connections should be in place by
September 30, 2011. Link to Qwest Time Line
Resources and Costs: All initial costs for the this connectivity project are being paid for by UEN through the
BTOP Grant. Gavin will spend several man-weeks on this project, but there are not initial equipment costs on
the part of the district. Issues may arise where technology may need to change data closets and add additional
equipment to support the newer connectivity.
Impact on Student Achievement: High connectivity speeds should increase the speed and time it takes
students to access internet resources. Accessing and using Treasures and assessment tools should be quicker.
Evaluation: Report when all schools are connected.
Note: UEN will cover the first five years of ongoing costs. Ongoing costs could become an issue after that
if the District becomes responsible for those costs. It is estimated they could result in over $11,000 a year
per school in ongoing costs.

Action Plans: Continued
Project #2: Improving the Student Information System (SIS) and Information Reporting (Ongoing)
Improving the functionality of PowerSchool, the student information system (SIS), is an ongoing action plan
project for the technology department.
Action Plan Description: The SIS support team will continue to create and improve the gradebook,
reporting tools and reports as requests come from both the district office and the schools. PowerSchool will
also be upgraded as updates become available.
Purpose / Rationale: The purpose of this action plan is to integrate assessment and other useful data
into the district’s Student Information System providing a single portal for students, parents, teachers,
administrators and staff to access data needed to monitor and improve student achievement. Goals include:
1. Providing broader and deeper training for school and district personal in the use of current and future
data reports and tools available in the districts Information System.
2. Use PowerTeacher's new Standardized Grading features to improve and produce a teacher and
parent friendly grading system for elementary and intermediate schools.
3. Help implement a comprehensive Data Warehouse for student assessment. Including the capability to:
a. Record and integrate formative assessment data at the school and classroom level into the
database and the SIS.
b. Merge existing assessment data, add additional summative assessments and integrate the
information into the SIS.
c. Create tools to allow new assessments to be easily added to the Data Warehouse and
integrated into existing reports and processes.
d. Match and merge past and present assessment information into a framework that provides
longitudinal tracking of student assessment from teacher to teacher and school to school as
well as grouping and isolation of data based on information from the SIS or testing system.
e. Consolidate district courses providing uniform scope and sequence and consistency with the
state core. Improve and increase parent and student online access to student information.
Replace and supplement much of our current summative paper reporting with formative
information that provides parents with information, curriculum and tools to improve student
progress daily instead of waiting until a final grade is given.
4. Support schools in creating and implementing innovative and effective new programs by providing
data and methods of reporting and recording student progress.
5. Support district staff and teachers gather and use data for grants, reports and projects.
6. Provide SIS and assessment data for district and School Board use in decision making as assigned.
Responsible Support Personnel: The SIS team, Lawrence Esplin, Coordinator; Jim Black, Programmer/
Developer; Ken Kirkeby, Back-end Data Support
Resources & Costs: There are no additional hardware and software costs beyond the ongoing costs for
maintenance and software contracts. This project does consume at least 80 man-weeks a year plus time
and expenses to support training.
Impact on Student Achievement: We have not devised a method to measure a change in student
achievement for this project. We do believe that by having access to better and more data that both
students and parents should see improvement of student achievement.
Evaluation: Evaluation is provided through user feedback. Annual surveys are conducted on how to
improve PowerSchool. The development team meets with the ETEP cohort for the purpose of feedback and
testing changes.

Action Plans: Continued
Project #3: Educational Technology Endorsement Program (Ongoing)
The District Technology Department provides a unique professional development program, the
Educational Technology Endorsement Program (ETEP), that aligns with the District Mission, the State
Instructional Core, and National Technology Standards for students, teachers and administrators (as
proposed by ISTE).
Washington County School District’s Technology Department’s ETEP is currently one of a kind in the
state. ETEP is a USOE approved endorsement program, and iis offered through UEN, Utah State University,
University of Utah and Southern Utah University, but is currently not offered by any other school district.
The WCSD Technology Department’s ETEP is beginning its fifth year and it has changed dramatically
since its inception. The number of courses and types of courses have changed. It has become a cohort
program, and cohorts are made of either elementary or secondary school teachers and staff developers. The
program has grown to the point that enrollment is limited, and participants are enrolled on a first-come-firstserved basis. However teachers are encouraged to enroll so that at least two members of a PLC are enrolled
in the program. Approximately twenty-five teachers receive their ETEP endorsements each year as a result of
this program. This is another on-going action plan item for the Technology Department.
Action Plan Description: To provide eighteen credit hours of training to a secondary cohort. Training will
take place Wednesday afternoons and evenings from 3:30 to 7:00 PM, and throughout the summer. The
training will center around integrating technology into the classroom. Participants will be issued equipment to
support their training.
Purpose / Rationale: Teachers need to be trained how to become effective users of technology. Teachers
that are trained can in-turn help train the staffs at their schools on how to use technology. The purpose of this
training is to improve student achievement.
Responsible Support Personnel: Charlie Roberts leads this program, but calls on a number of individuals
for short presentations and sometimes to present courses. Teachers that do present courses are paid a
stipend to do so.
Resources and Costs: This is a rather expensive program for a couple of reasons. The technology
department provides a training center for this program and over half the training center’s use comes from
this program. Equipment in the training center needs to be replaced every five years. A greater cost comes
from providing participants with technology they use in their class rooms. This program also consumes a
significant portion of the Technology Director’s time. The technology department dedicates $60,000 dollars
per year to this program, almost all of that funding goes to technology placed in the schools.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is a plethora of research that indicates that teachers who have
gone through a significant amount of technology training see improved results on student achievement as the
result of effectively using available technology.
Evaluation: Participants are asked to evaluate the program at the end of each cohort cycle. This is a written
evaluation submitted to the Technology Director. Feedback has been 100% positive and has driven changes
in the program.

Action Plans: Continued
Project #4: Southern Utah Education Conference (SUECON) (New)
A new, but hopefully ongoing project to support a technology conference for our district and the rest of
the Southwest Utah region has been developed for the upcoming school year. Planning began for this
conference last summer. The District Executive Staff approved and endorsed the project during their
September 2010 meeting. Official planning began in November of 2010. SUECON will be a two-day
conference held during fall break of the 2011-2012 school year; October 13th and 14th. The title of this year’s
conference is “Targeting 21st Century Learning”. The conference’s website can be found at http://suecon.org.
This is a full featured conference including two keynote speakers, over a hundred conference
sessions, and participants will be able to receive one credit hours worth of professional development credit
from SUU. Every department within WCSD has been invited to attend and participate in presentations. More
information about the conference can be found on the SUECON website.
Action Plan Description: To present a full featured two-day technology conference with the focus on WCSD
teachers and the integration of technology into their curriculum.
Purpose / Rationale: To provide teachers with an affordable, local technology conference to support their
own professional development for the purpose of integrating technology into their curriculum
Responsible Support Personnel: Charlie Roberts, project lead and UCET representive; Summer Cornelius,
UELMA representive, Cody Plumhof, website and advertising. In addition an entire team is working on this
project. For more information on support personnel go to the conference planning website at WikiSpaces.
Resources and Cost: It is anticipated that this conference will become self-sustaining through sponsor and
vendor fees as well as fees for participants outside the district. There will be no cost to WCSD educators.
Four meals and snacks will be provided as well as a number of prizes. For this first conference $20,000 has
been allocated to cover the initial costs. There are many one-time set up costs for this conference that we will
not have to pay for in the future.
Impact on Student Achievment: There has been a number of studies to show that teachers who attend
professional conferences do show improved student achievement over those who don’t. We will not attempt
such a study for this conference. Conferences provide teachers with many new ideas as a result of the
presentations they see and the colleagues they visit with at conferences.
Evaluation: There will be a online conference evaluation tool provided to all conference attendees. Results
will be tabulated and presented to the WCSD Executive Staff.

Action Plans: Continued
Project #5: Just-in-Time Training Sessions (Ongoing)
Just-in-Time training sessions are those requested by teachers, staff developers, and principals that
provide technology training in just about any area of technology use. With an emphasis on PLC level training,
the technology department will make an effort to provide training whenever needed.
Action Plan Description: The technology department will either provide or make arrangements for training
on any technology related training need. Training on PowerSchool, the New UTIPS, teacher web presence,
interactive devices, and instant response systems are just of the few subjects for which we can provide
training.
Action Plan Description: Promote and provide just-in-time training to teachers, PLCs, and school staff
members.
Purpose / Rationale: To provide school district personnel with training for the equipment and software
purchased for use in schools.
Responsible Support Personnel: Charlie Roberts and technology training personnel
Resources and Cost: There are no funds or resources budgeted for this action plan. If training needs to be
contracted then the technology professional development budget is used to fund this project.
Impact on Student Achievement: Teachers trained on software and hardware are much more effective at
using the technology to teach.
Evaluation: Short surveys are administered at the end of each training.

Project #6: PLC Support for Media and Computer Labs (Ongoing)
District Technology provides PLC support for both school media personnel and for elementary school
lab aides. Typically these groups meet once a month to design and discuss common instructional methods,
goals, and assessments for the programs each serves.
Action Plan Description: Plan and hold monthly PLC sessions for both Media Coordinators and for
elementary school lab aides.
Purpose / Rationale: To provide a venue to allow media personnel and lab aides to collaborate on
instructional strategies and methods for the most efficient use of their facilities.
Responsible Support Personnel: Charlie Roberts
Timeline: On-going
Resources and Cost: No funds are allocated for this project
Impact on Student Achievement: PLC has proven to be an effective practice for improving student
achievement.
Evaluation: Participant feedback is the main form of program evaluation.

Action Plans: Continued
Project #7: Upgrading Network Infrastructure, Data Closets and Security at Elementary Schools
Note: This is the second year on this project.
District Technology supports a continuous project of rewiring buildings as funds and personnel
become available, and as the needs arise. Network wiring is typically good for about 10 years as a result of
upgrades in equipment that demand higher quality connectivity. Wire installed 10 to 15 years ago does not
meet specifications for current equipment demands. As a result we identify schools each year that are in
need of upgrades. As we are able to add the high bandwidth to the schools demands on improving network
infrastructure within the schools increases.
Installing secured data closets is part of the natural evolution of network and infrastructure upgrades.
This project is projected to take 2 to 4 years and will be highly dependent on funding. We will add enclosed,
locking, free standing data cabinets in each of the elementary schools that will typically house the main
punch down racks, the main routers and switches, school servers and uninterruptable power supplies.
In many schools this will necessitate either rewiring the entire school or some areas of the school. In
most schools it will allow us to create a fiber backbone between the main closet and secondary closets.
Action Plan Description:
1. Identify schools in need of infrastructure updates. Survey network infrastructure for each identified
school
2. Establish a network infrastructure upgrade schedule and determine basic costs to update each
school’s network.
3. Upgrade each school’s network with a data closet, UPS, and necessary routers., and move school’s
server into the closest
Purpose / Rationale: Upgraded infrastructure is necessary to keep pace with the growing internet and
network access that schools are demanding.
Responsible Support Personnel: Gavin Baker, Network engineer is the lead on this project.
Timeline: This project started last year and we anticipate it will take another three years to complete.
Resources and Costs: This is a very expensive project due to the cost up upgrading equipment and
closets. Funding limits the amount of work that we can complete on this project each year. An average cost
of approximately $8000 per closet is estimated for this project. Components in each closet usually consists
of a lockable equipment rack, punch-down blocks, switches, servers, and UPS.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is no direct measure for student achievement for this project.
Evaluation: Closets are secure, complete, and well organized.
District technology staff will complete the work, so no additional staffing funding is necessary. Total cost
of data closet upgrades is estimated at $160,000 for elementary schools. This upgrade should support our
network infrastructure for at least the next six years. Again, this project’s implementation will depend on
available funding

Action Plans: Continued
Project #8: Web Sites for the District Office and Every School: Webmaster Training (Ongoing)
Parents, students, and community members have come to expect web resources that provide
information about our schools. They are looking for up to date information on such things as what is being
served for school lunch this week, bus schedules and bus routes, school calendars that describe weekly
events at the school and start and quit times for specially scheduled days. They want to find teacher contact
information, and know who is teaching what classes. We are continually placing a concerted effort towards
helping schools with their web sites. District Technology provides a hosting service, web creation tools, and
the training so that someone in each of the schools can maintain the school web site.
Secondary schools, for the most part, have their web sites fairly well developed. Often classes within
the school are responsible for those sites. Elementary school web sites are a much different matter. Most
elementary school sites, although created, have very little content. They well need to be maintained by
either a secretary or the principal. The Technology Department provides the training and support to ensure
schools have up to date sites maintained by someone in each of the buildings.
Action Plan Description: The initial steps of this plan were taken when the plan started three years ago.
Major actions for the coming year are to upgrade District Web Site software and provided training to
department personnel on use of the new software. The new software allows for better overall managemnet
and continuity of function and design.
Purpose / Rationale: This will continue to be an ongoing project for the purpose of improving PR and
communications between the District, schools, and community.
Responsible Support Personnel: Cody Plumhof, District Web Master
Time Frame: Ongoing
Resources and Costs: This project requires between 10 and 20 hours a week for support and site
development. The only additional cost is that of maintaining and upgrading servers. Funding for this
project is minimal. District Technology will absorb the cost of the equipment. School administrators will be
responsible for providing an individual to be the school’s webmaster.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is means to measure a change in student achievement as a
result of this project, but improved communications between the District, schools, administrators, teachers,
parents and students should indirectly support improved student achievement.
Evaluation: Feedback links on on websites provide a tool for evaluating and improving design and content.

Action Plans: Continued
Project #9: Deployment of the Dell Kase Solution (New)
As the number of computers in the district increases management and support have become a larger
ongoing issue. The District has acquired the Dell Kase Computer Management Software at about 1/10th
of the retail cost. Kase will be deployed this year throughout the entire school district. Every computer will
need to be touched, but Kase provides us with the ability to know where each machine is located, how much
it is being used, what types of resources it contains and what applications reside on the machines. The
Kase system will also allow us to perform computer and lab maintenance remotely, cutting down on service
calls and support costs. Most importantly Kase will allow us to re-image computers, and computer labs.
Kase also provides a help desk system with support files to improve desktop support and decrease down
time.
Action Plan Description: Deploy Kase software and hardware in the District Data Center. Set up cone
site and school management consoles. Train tech specialists to use Kase. Install Kase on all District owned
computers. Develop help desk system and add appropriate documentation.
Purpose / Rationale: To more effectively and efficiently manage District wide inventory of computer
systems, and to ensure software licensing and software installations are legal.
Responsible Support Personnel: Cody Plumhoff leads up this project
Timeline: Solution should be completely deployed by December 2011, after that use will be ongoing.
Resources and Cost: Initial cost is $18,000. There will be an ongoing maintenance agreement. Costs range
from free to $4000 a year depending on purchase agreements with Dell. The Kase solution should reduce our
overall costs of supporting school labs because management and re-imaging can be done remotely.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is no direct measurement for improved student achievement as a
result of this installation but teacher and lab computers should run smoother and quicker because of a more
regular maintenance schedule.
Evaluation: Next spring we will ask for feedback from techs and school support to determine if Kase is a
worthwhile solution.

Action Plans: Continued
Project #10: Complete High Density Wireless (Year 4 of 5 year project - completed one year early)
This year we should complete the installation of a high density wireless solution across the entire
school district. This project has been funded by several sources. One time federal and state funding
allowed us to initiate this project. Title I provided funds to install the hardware and equipment in all Title I
schools. This year the District funded the last of the initial high density wireless needs; mostly in secondary
schools.
Action Plan Description: Install high density wireless access points in a total of six more schools. Add new
systems to centrally controlled management console. Set up two wireless networks in each school. One for
teachers and administrators and the second for student and public access.
Purpose / Rationale: To provide wireless connectivity for school staff and students who are using wireless
devices within the schools.
Responsible Support Personnel: Kerry White leads up this project
Timeline: Solution should be completely deployed by December 2011, after that use will be ongoing.
Resources and Cost: Initial cost is $18,000. There will be an ongoing maintenance agreement. Costs range
from free to $4000 a year depending on purchase agreements with Dell. The Kase solution should reduce our
overall costs of supporting school labs because management and re-imaging can be done remotely.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is no direct measurement for improved student achievement as a
result of this installation but teacher and lab computers should run smoother and quicker because of a more
regular maintenance schedule.
Evaluation: Next spring we will ask for feedback from techs and school support to determine if Kase is a
worthwhile solution.
In the future wireless will become the prominent methods of internet connectivity. As we move to
web based applications and online resources dependence on the wireless network will become greater. It is
important to note that maintaining and upgrading the wireless network will become more expensive as use
increases. It is estimated that we should budget about $130,000 a year to upgrade this system. Some of
our oldest high density wireless solutions are now five years old. They will need to be upgraded within two
years.

Action Plans: Continued
Project #11: New Antivirus Software Deployment (New)
Our regional antivirus contract was due for renewal this year. District Technology worked with SEDC
and other school districts in the region to evaluate antivirus solutions and to come up with a more cost
effective solution if possible. We are currently using Sophos and renewal would have cost us about $2.30 a
station (7,500 stations). After review other products and costs we have decided to switch to BitDefender. At
a cost of 98¢ a station BitDefender was the most cost effective, centrally managed solution available.
Action Plan Description: Install BitDefender anti-virus software in the data center, deploy management
consoles, install anti-virus software on every machine.
Purpose / Rationale: It is imperative that district computers used to access the Internet have a valid anti-virus
application installed to minimize the risk to other machines and to our network. This is simply a computer
security issue..
Responsible Support Personnel: Mike Hafen leads up this project
Timeline: Solution should be completely deployed by March 2012, after that use will be ongoing. Initial
deployment will force us to touch every machine.
Resources and Cost: We purchased a three year contract. Initial cost is $11,700. Second year will be
around $2,500 and third year will be about $4000, depending on the number of machines we license. There
will be an ongoing maintenance agreement.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is no direct measurement for improved student achievement as
a result of this installation but teacher and lab computers should be able to function with a minimal of virus
attacks.
Evaluation: Next spring we will ask for feedback from techs and school support to determine if BitDefender is
a worthwhile solution. Software also provides analytics on its functionality.

Project #12: Updated Web Filtering Equipment (New)
We have to purchase new web filtering appliances because the old appliances will not work with the
updated software. We will purchase the appliances with a three year license
Action Plan Description: Purchase, install and configure new web filter appliances.
Purpose / Rationale: Required by state and federal law.
Responsible Support Personnel: Gavin Baker leads up this project
Timeline: Solution should be completely deployed by August 2011, after that use and support will be
ongoing.
Resources and Cost: Initial cost is $13,000.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is no direct measurement for improved student achievement as a
result of this installation but teacher and lab computers will be filtered from almost all inappropriate content.
Evaluation: After several months of operation we should now how effective the new solution is..

Action Plans: Continued
Project #13: VoIP Deployment (New)
After several years of discussion and a year long RFP process we will begin installation of a Voice
of IP system this year. The initial install will take place in the data center and the centralized equipment will
operate in the data center. We will deploy the system to three elementary schools this year, and probably
the District Office. Eventually it will become a district wide unified communications system.
Action Plan Description: Install, configure, and deploy Shortel VoIP system in Technology office, attend
training and then deploy to three elementary schools.
Purpose / Rationale: To give the technology office a phone system, and to replace old systems in the
schools.
Responsible Support Personnel: Kerry White leads up this project
Timeline: Selected sites should completely deployed by December 2011, after that deployment will depend
on funding and school needs. Support and maintenance will be ongoing.
Resources and Cost: Initial cost is $18,300. There will be an ongoing maintenance agreement. Costs for
each site of deployment will depend on station count. Funds are provided through District capital funds.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is no direct measurement for improved student achievement as a
result of this installation.
Evaluation: Will be ongoing as users report on problems and functionality of the system.

Project #14: Teacher Evaluation Tool (New)
We were asked by the District curriculum department to create a Teacher Evaluation Tool that could
be used by school administrators to help with performing evaluations while administrators are in the
classrooms. They wanted a mobile application that would work on smartphones and on pad type devices.
We believe we can create an application that will meet the District’s needs.
Action Plan Description: Create a mobile based Teacher Evaluation Tool that will allow administrators to
input evaluation information through smartphones and other portable devices. There will be to components
to the application; a mobile component and a computer application that will allow administrators to create
assessment templates and create reports.
Purpose / Rationale: To improve teacher evaluations
Responsible Support Personnel: Nathan Knowles, Cody Plumhof, Jim Black and Mike Hafen
Timeline: Pilot/beta version should be ready by Principals Academy. The application should be completely
developed by early fall 2011. Support and maintenance will be ongoing.
Resources and Cost: No cost other than the commitment of the developers’ time.
Impact on Student Achievement: There is no direct measurement for improved student achievement as a
result of this action plan; however, improved teacher evaluations should result in improved
Evaluation: Will be ongoing as users report on problems and functionality of the system.

Other Actions:
The technology department has a number of other ongoing actions which include maintaining and
supporting:
● data base systems

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

servers (data center and school - about 150 servers)
backup and disaster recovery
elementary school computer lab support
application software - maintenance, updating, replacement and support (district and school)
library management system
equipment and computer repair repair
network upgrading, maintenance and support (firewalls, routers, servers and other net gear)
active directory support

Critical Project Funding Needs:
There are a number of projects that cannot be funded with the current level of technology funding. These
projects are critical to the smooth operation of classroom instruction and the functionality of technology
across the district. I have requested funding through our District’s priority process, but technology has
not received funding for these projects. They will become future priority funding items and action plans if
funding becomes available.
Retrofit Projectors and Sound Systems
In the spring of 2008 I presented to the school board the argument that every classroom needs a
projector and that every elementary and intermediate schools needs a sound system in each classroom.
The school board concurred and both are currently being installed in all new schools in every classroom.
Many of the older schools are trying to retrofit their schools with both projectors and sound systems,
but technology budgets are not adequate to cover the cost of these systems in addition to maintaining a
reasonable refresh on other technology equipment in the building. The number of these systems in each
building varies greatly. Many principals are working from both directions trying to install these systems.
Typically they will purchase sound systems for the lower grades and projectors for the higher grade levels.
Schools are using money from a number of other budgets trying to meet the demands of the classrooms.
Both equipment budgets and School Land Trust Funds are being use to supplement funding.
Schools that have invested heavier in these systems are falling behind in updating teacher and
student computer systems. Other school projects that need to be funded are going by the wayside as a
result of trying to bring their technology up to date.
It is my suggestion that the District reimburse schools for half the cost of all projection equipment and
sound systems they have purchased and to purchase enough systems for each older school to establish
some equity in technology equipment.
Off-Site Back-Up
Our dependency on computer systems to be up and running all the time is increasing. Our ability to
ensure that the systems run all the time is decreasing due to the increased complexity of the systems and
having no viable back-up systems available. Most larger school districts in the state, and most school
districts across the country have installed or are installing off-site back-up systems to ensure that there is a
minimal amount of down time in case of an emergency. It is critical that our district invest in such a system.
There are a number of alternatives, but the least expensive is going to be an off-site system that is
maintained in another location within the district. Ideally, we should design one of our new schools with a
hardened data center to support our off-site backup system. We have planned the space in the new
Hurricane High School for our off-site backup. The estimated cost for such a system is around $200,000.
The critical nature of this need cannot be overstated. If something happens to our current data
center our systems will be down for weeks. Such an event would have a devastating effect on the
confidence our employees and our community have in our educational system. I will be looking for a new

job.
School Educational Technologists
Technology is now in every classroom, not just the teacher’s workstation but in an increasing number
of minilabs, projectors, digital cameras, document cameras, scanners, scientific input devices, and
integrated audio/video systems. The libraries, school offices, and even the janitors are using more and more
technology, yet we are still supporting technology in our schools much like we did ten years ago.
Many school districts are funding an educational technologist in every school. Our district seems to
think that somehow the schools are going to be able to handle the technology support without district
support, and indeed some schools have. Several of our schools are hiring full-time tech support, but there is
no consistent direction given for this support.
Other district programs throughout the state that do fund educational technologists look for educators
who are highly skilled with technology integration techniques. This is the direction our district should pursue.
We have added professional developers, data miners and a number of other school support personnel
without giving a second thought to their technology support skills. It is time to include technology
considerations when considering increased staffing. The cost for supporting our schools with educational
technologists will seem too expensive, but until we provide our schools with this kind of support we will
continue to provide only a band-aid level of support to schools.

Budget Request Rationale:
School Funding: School technology budgets must cover a number of costs. One of the toughest issues
with technology is that it ages very quickly. Currently we have a budget for a 8 – 10 year turn around on
a minimum of equipment. Budgets currently cannot keep up with school technology needs. Basic school
equipment should include the following:
● Labs – Funding is now set at one per school. Ideally we should begin funding two per school with the
second lab being a portable lab. Each lab needs a full set of computers (30), software suite, various
other software, a local file server, at least one medium capacity printer, a projector, projection
camera, multimedia for teacher workstation, scanners, and headsets. Funding for a typical lab
should be around $50,000.
● Teacher workstations – A teacher workstation should include a multimedia computer (DVD/CD burner/
player, extended memory, large capacity hard drive, software suite and various other software),
audio amplifier/tuner, classroom speakers, video and audio switching device, projection camera or
Elmo, projector, screen, cabling and connections, and a voice enhancement system. Approximate
cost is $4,500. In addition teachers should have digital cameras and camcorders available.
Interactive white board systems would also be an ideal option.
● Network Printers – Printers should be placed so that they are easily accessible by teachers. Typically
they are placed in each local workroom. One printer for each six to eight teachers seems to be a
good ratio. Mid-range, networked printers are about $1000. There should also be at least one color
printer available in each school. All teachers should also be connected to the school’s high capacity
printer.
● Principal, Counselor, and Staff Developer Laptops -- Administrators and other school support
personnel should be issued laptop computers.
● Office, janitor, and lunch room workstations – Workstations and printers should be located so that
classified personnel have access to computers.
● Media Center Workstations – The technology demands of the media center are increasing steadily.
Besides the circulation system workstations, other computers should be available for student access
to on-line information. Most media centers also serve as large group areas where presentations
and large meetings are held. Equipment such as that available in a teacher classroom should be
available in the media center.
● Teacher workroom workstations – Each workroom should be equipped with a workstation so that
teachers can access on-line resources and work on curriculum development when other teachers are
with their students in their classrooms.

● Networking and wiring infrastructure – There are many “behind the scenes” pieces of equipment; these
include routers, switches, imaging servers, uninterruptable power supplies, and cabling.
● Equipment Repair – Factory warranties on PC equipment is for three years, most electronics has a
warranty for one year. After those periods schools must fund parts for repair.
We currently plan for a six to eight year turn around for most equipment. Teacher, office, and lab
workstations that are due to be cycled out, can be placed in the classroom for an additional two years.
Small switches and additional wiring for the classroom allows teachers to add several additional computers
for student use.
Given the above needs for a typical elementary school with 24 teachers an annual budget of $30,000
will support a seven year turn-around period on equipment for a school with a single lab. We currently
budget at less than one fourth that amount. Funding for school technology budgets need to be increased
dramatically.
Technology Staffing
Currently district technology office staffing is at half of comparable size school districts throughout the
state and equal to districts half our size. Many districts are placing full-time technology specialists in every
school. It is recognized that our district cannot afford to do what other school districts are doing, but we
should not allow the inequity to increase further.
The demands for technology support have increased tremendously over the last few years.
Elementary schools are using the student information system ten-fold compared to last year. Elementary
school labs are starting to be used for more than just typing tutors, much more Internet research is taking
place in the secondary schools, and district departments are adopting new software applications.
Our support personnel are beginning to fall behind in their ability to meet all the needs. However,
given the current financial situation no additional support personnel are being requested.
District Data Center Hardware and Software
There is a large amount of network equipment which includes servers, routers, and switches that
must be maintained, updated, and replaced on a regular basis. Based on our past experience it is
estimated that we will need around $110,000 a year to maintain and support this equipment.
School Support Provided by the District
Other items that demand funding are software updating for virus protection and other software,
equipment, tools, and supplies for the technology repair shop, miscellaneous hardware and computers for
the technology office. Funding for the above mentioned items is estimated at $50,000 for next year.
School Rewiring Project
Schools need to be rewired on scheduled basis. Materials to wire a typical school costs around
$12,500, and it is estimated that three schools per year should be wired. Wiring costs will be around
$37,500. This does not include the cost of the personnel to complete the wiring. Personnel costs for
rewiring were included in the staffing request budget above.

Looking Forward: Beyond 2011
Technology already plays a tremendous role in education and has become ubiquitous in almost all
learning environments, but education lags behind industry and other cultural institutions in adopting the
use of technology. Technology is often seen as something separate from education and in our district
technology has been considered as non-essential when formulating school budgets, as demonstrated by
technology funding being removed from school budgets for the 2010-2011 school year.
There seems to be a huge disconnect between this lack of funding and the exponential growth of
technology use by educators, and the need for technology to help manage educational tasks. We are
being pushed to go to 100% computer based testing for high stakes assessment, but funding for additional
computer labs and upgrading current labs had been cut to zero. While at the same time more and more
curriculum providers are focusing their efforts on online content.
A huge paradigm shift will be necessary to retain public schools as a viable choice for educating our
young. Many new charter schools are relying almost completely on technology for content and

instructional resources, and many are providing their students with one-to-one computing environments.
The infrastructure for providing safe and reliable technology is becoming increasingly sophisticated.
Firewalls, content filters, network access control, virus and malware protection, backup, disaster
preparedness, and redundancy on all systems are no longer options, but are absolute necessities.
Building out fiber and wireless networks is an ongoing process.
We cannot continue to ignore the growing demands for technology in our classrooms and learning
environment if we want our young people to be competitive in a global economy. The district must step up
and aggressively address the integration of technology.

Next Big Technologies:
The Web-Based / Cloud Computing ━ We cannot ignore, but must embrace the general direction that
technology is being driven. The advantage of this shift in computing is that per use costs will go down,
the disadvantage is that we are going to see a huge increase in the use of technologies as a result of this
change driving the overall cost of technology up. We have seen a dramatic increase in the number of
devices on our network. Over the last couple of years we have seen more than 31,000 devices attach to
our network. This includes our equipment and personal devices. We expect to see this number double
in the next two to three years because teachers and students now own multiple devices. In the future
we may be able to depend on student owned devices to provide our educational system with additional
computing power, but that is an unknown. What is known is that there will be an increase in the need to
use internet based technologies. We need to plan for this by ensuring that the equipment and software
we purchase is designed with web access. We must require that computer applications purchased by the
district be web or cloud based. We must not purchase software that requires a client to be installed on
user equipment.
Thin Client Lab and Teacher Workstation Solutions ━ In an effort to reduce overall costs of upgrading
and replacing school computer labs and teacher workstations District Technology is piloting thin client
solutions. Thin client labs cost about $15,000 and provide an inexpensive solution that includes thirty
student thin client stations, two servers providing mirrored and redundant connectivity for the clients, an
enclosed locking rack for the servers and a Uninterruptable Power Supply. We are piloting this both in a
lab environment and for teacher workstations.

Technology Plan Evaluation:
Although internal evaluation of technology goals and achievements by the technology department is
an ongoing process through discussion, meetings, and surveys, there has been no formal evaluation
process for our district technology plan.
This last piece of the technology plan is to formalize the evaluation process. A technology steering
committee will take a more active role in evaluating our technology plan and providing direction for
technology integration. The formal process will include the current process, but in addition we will develop
and schedule administrative, teacher, counselor, and student surveys for both the elementary and
secondary levels. For each survey a random sample selected to take the survey. Each survey will be
administered at least once. Each survey will be customized to our district, but derived from valid and
reliable surveys developed on a national level. Survey results will be analyzed and published.
Finally, a report will be developed that addresses the goals and action plans of this technology plan.
The report will be published and distributed to district administration. Yearly Technology Plan Evaluations
are submitted to the district by May 30th of each year.

Appendix A

Appendix B
Refresh Cost Schedule for a Typical Elementary School

Priorit
y

# of
Each

Teacher Computers

1

25

$1,100

5

$27,500

$5,500

Office Computers

1

5

$1,100

5

$5,500

$1,100

Library Computers

1

9

$900

5

$8,100

$1,620

Lab Computers

1

30

$900

5

$27,000

$5,400

Projectors

1

25

$600

6

$15,000

$2,500

Sound Systems

1

25

$900

10

$22,500

$2,250

Electronic White Boards

2

25

$1,400

6

$35,000

$5,833

Digital Doc Cameras

2

25

$500

6

$12,500

$2,083

Student Response Systems

2

25

$1,600

8

$40,000

$5,000

Radio Connectivity

1

1

$4,000

5

$4,000

$800

Switches

1

4

$500

5

$2,000

$400

UPS

1

1

$1,200

5

$1,200

$240

Printers

1

4

$800

7

$3,200

$457

Server

1

1

$2,300

5

$2,300

$460

Wireless Network

2

1

$20,000

6

$20,000

$3,333

Equipment Repair

1

1

$900

1

$900

$900

Ongoing Software Support

1

1

$1,000

$1,000

Equipment Type

Cost per
Unit

Varies

Priority 1

Refresh
in Years

Total
Cost

Annual
Refresh
Cost

$22,627

Priority 2

$16,250

Funding
per Year

$38,877

Notes:
1. A typical elementary school in WCSD currently receives less than $3,500 for the 2010-2011 school
year for Technology Funding
2. The table above reflects the very basic core of technology. Items such as COWs and classroom minilabs have not been include
Appendix C
Media Center Budget (This budget has not been finalized)

Appendix D
Team Member Listings
Infrastructure Planning, Development and Implementation Team (IPDIT) Members:
Charlie Roberts – Director of Technology and Media
Gavin Baker – Network Engineer
Ken Kirkeby – Database Engineer
Mike Hafen – Software Development Specialist
Jamie Kreyling – Snow Canyon High School
Jeremy Cox – District Office
Jim Black – Dixie High School
Jack Erickson – Southwest Education Development Center
Data Warehousing, Integration, and Planning Team Members:
Ken Kirkeby – Database Administrator / Team Leader
Gavin Baker – Network Administrator
Lawrence Esplin – Technology Coordinator / SIS (Powerschool)
Charlie Roberts – Technology Director
Brad Ferguson – Director of Student Services / Assessment
Ellen McArthur – Transportation
TavTrueman – Special Ed.
Administrative Technology Solutions Team
Charlie Roberts – District Technology
Tim Lowe – Principal, Dixie Middle School
Technology Steering Committee
Rex Wilkey - Asst. Superintendent, Elementary Ed.
Marshal Topham - Asst. Superintendent, Secondary Ed.
Craig Seegmiller - School Board Member
Tony Campbell - Title One, Tecnology Training and Tech Specialist
Neil Cottam - Principal, Sandstone Elementary
Craig Hammer - Exec. Director of Something
Kathy Peterson - Title One Director
Sandy Ferrell - Principal, Sunrise Ridge Elementary
Richard McArthur - Pine View Cone Site Technology Support

Susan Harrah - Principal, Arrowhead Elementary
Richard Holms - Exec. Director of Curriculum and Professional Development
Tanya Corpaci - Staff Developer, Bloomington Hills Elementary

Appendix E
ISTE National Educational Technology Standards (NETS) and Performance Indicators for Teachers
I. TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS AND CONCEPTS
Teachers demonstrate a sound understanding of technology operations and concepts. Teachers:
A. demonstrate introductory knowledge, skills, and understanding of concepts related to technology (as described in the ISTE
National Educational Technology Standards for Students).
B. demonstrate continual growth in technology knowledge and skills to stay abreast of current and emerging technologies.
II. PLANNING AND DESIGNING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
AND EXPERIENCES
Teachers plan and design effective learning environments and experiences supported by
technology. Teachers:
A. design developmentally appropriate learning opportunities that apply technology-enhanced instructional strategies to support the
diverse needs of learners.
B. apply current research on teaching and learning with technology when planning learning environments and experiences.
C. identify and locate technology resources and evaluate them for accuracy and suitability.
D. plan for the management of technology resources within the context of learning activities.
E. plan strategies to manage student learning in a technology-enhanced environment.
III. TEACHING, LEARNING, AND THE CURRICULUM
Teachers implement curriculum plans that include methods and strategies for applying technology to maximize student learning.
Teachers:
A. facilitate technology-enhanced experiences that address content standards and student technology standards.
B. use technology to support learner-centered strategies that address the diverse needs of students.
C. apply technology to develop students’ higher order skills and creativity.
D. manage student learning activities in a technology-enhanced environment.
IV. ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION
Teachers apply technology to facilitate a variety of effective assessment and evaluation strategies. Teachers:
A. apply technology in assessing student learning of subject matter using a variety of assessment techniques.
B. use technology resources to collect and analyze data, interpret results, and communicate findings to improve instructional
practice and maximize student learning.
C. apply multiple methods of evaluation to determine students’ appropriate use of technology resources for learning, communication,
and productivity.
V. PRODUCTIVITY AND PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
Teachers use technology to enhance their productivity and professional practice. Teachers:
A. use technology resources to engage in ongoing professional development and lifelong learning.
B. continually evaluate and reflect on professional practice to make informed decisions regarding the use of technology in support of
student learning.
C. apply technology to increase productivity.
D. use technology to communicate and collaborate with peers, parents, and the larger community in order to nurture student
learning.
VI. SOCIAL, ETHICAL, LEGAL, AND HUMAN ISSUES
Teachers understand the social, ethical, legal, and human issues surrounding the use of technology in PK–12 schools and apply
that understanding in practice. Teachers:
A. model and teach legal and ethical practice related to technology use.
B. apply technology resources to enable and empower learners with diverse backgrounds, characteristics, and abilities.
C. identify and use technology resources that affirm diversity.
D. promote safe and healthy use of technology resources.
E. facilitate equitable access to technology resources for all students.

Appendix F
Network Security Assessment
Washington County School District
Note: This portion of the Technology Plan should be considered confidential. Do not copy or
distribute this portion of the document without written consent by the Technology Director.
This document is maintained as a separate file and can be accessed upon request and approval of the
request.

